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ABSTRACT
The performance demands on uncooled JR imagers are gradually increasing to the point that it appears they will soon be
within striking distance of the background radiation limit. This papers addresses the realities facing progress toward that end.
A detailed analysis of signal and noise shows that the background-limited performance of thermal detectors is not much
different from that of photon detectors, under certain conditions. However, the analysis also shows that these distinct
detector types are optimally suited for different types of applications. The barriers to achieving background-limited
sensitivity are quite different for thermal detectors. In this paper we quantify the barriers, and discuss their implications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Uncooled JR imaging is at last, after some 25 years of development, commonplace. Many companies working with several
different technologies are producing a diverse variety of products in quantity. Some products are lower-cost versions of
products that have been around for a long time, while other products were difficult to imagine prior to the advent of uncooled

JR focal plane arrays (FPAs). The initial breakpoint for viability of these devices was a noise-equivalent temperature
difference (NETD) better than 100 mK. We have seen various technologies mature to the point that FPAs on the order of
320x240 with pixel sizes on the order of 50 im have NETDs significantly better than 100 mK. As we prepare to move
forward and conquer this new territory, we would do well to pause and consider the obstacles before us, without regard for
the particular technologies we have championed in the past.

2. REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTALS
What we commonly call "uncooled" detectors are better characterized as "thermal" detectors, as opposed to "photon"
detectors. A thermal detector is characterized by the fact that its response is proportional to the amount of energy in the
absorbed photon stream. The response of a photon detector is proportional to the number of absorbed photons. Jn a photon
detector, a photon is absorbed directly by the JR-sensitive material, and the charge carriers generated by that absorption are
sensed either directly or by a concomitant change in some property of the material. A thermal detector, by contrast,
comprises three distinct parts: An JR absorber, a thermal isolation means, and a temperature sensor or transducer, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The purpose of the JR absorber is to convert JR electromagnetic energy into heat energy. The thermal
isolation, modulated by the thermal mass (heat capacity), converts the heat energy to a temperature change. The transducer
converts the temperature change to a change in a measurable (usually electrical) parameter. The three parts of a thermal
detector are functionally independent, although the device may be designed in such a manner that they are interdependent.
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Figure 1 — Schematic view of the constituent parts of a thermal detector.
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The voltage responsivity of this generic detector is
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where aabs 5 the absorptivity (absorption efficiency),
Gh 5 the thermal conductance (Gh = l/Rth),
(dV/dT) is the (voltage) response of the detector material per unit temperature change,
Ci) is the angular frequency of modulation of the signal, and

zh 5 the thermal time constant.
Noise comes from a variety of sources. If the level of the noise at the output of the focal plane is not amplified to asufficient
level, the sensor may be limited by system noise. This can usually be overcome by conscientious design of the system and

readout integrated circuit (ROIC). The ROTC itself may contribute sufficient noise to dominate performance. This is
especially true for smaller pixels, because smaller IC devices tend to have relatively higher noise. Additionally, several noise

sources originate in the detector itself. These include Johnson (or thermal) noise, current noise (typically 1/f), and
temperature-fluctuation noise. The last of these is peculiar to thermal detectors, although it is not unrelated to shot-noise
phenomena in photon detectors.
Temperature-fluctuation noise is the random variation of the detector temperature resulting from the random exchange of
heat with the environment. The spectrum of this variation is given by
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Note that this noise is band limited by the thermal time constant in the same manner as the responsivity. When integrated,
the net temperature fluctuation is

(3)
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where C,,, is the heat capacity (r,,, = R,h C,,, = C,,, I G,,,). The resulting output noise voltage is then
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and the noise-equivalent power (NEP) at low frequency is
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The noise-equivalent temperature difference (NETD) is

NETD =

(W/T)r0,

NEP =

(W/aT)roptaab, kBG,hT ,

(6)
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where
F is the opticalflnumber,
(aW/aT), is the blackbody differential emittance, and
is the optical transmissivity.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of NETD on Gh.
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Figure 2 - Dependence oflimiting NETD on thermal isolation.

The rate of heat exchange between the detector and its environment is

w = GCOfld (Td _ 'b ) oB (T4 — Tb4 )Ad

(7)

where G0d is the mechanical thermal conductance,

a11 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
Tb 5 the background/ambient temperature
Ad 5 the detector active area.

The second term in Eq. (7) is the radiation term. If radiation dominates, then the conductance is said to be radiation-limited,
and the effective thermal conductance is

GTÜd=-—=4CBTdAd.

(8)
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Figure 3 - Dependence of thermal conduction/resistance on pixel size.
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Figure 3 shows how pixel size affects the limiting thermal isolation. Both the radiation-limited thermal conductance and the
thermal mass (heat capacity) scale linearly with detector area, so the thermal time constant is independent of area. This is not
the case if mechanical conduction dominates, because mechanical conduction does not generally scale with area. In fact, this
is a primary difficulty in achieving radiation-limited thermal conductance in small pixels. If we reduce pixel pitch by a factor
of two, maintaining constant fill factor, then we must also reduce the thermal conductance by a factor offour to maintain a
given thermal time constant. For a typical microbridge structure, scaling by a factor of two affects the support arm length
and width by the same factor, so the thermal isolation is not affected. Since the arm width is often the critical dimension for
photolithography, it becomes significantly more difficult even to maintain the nominal thermal isolation. Further
improvements beyond the basic shrinking of the pixel are necessary to maintain radiation-limited thermal isolation.

3. THERMAL DETECTORS VS. PHOTON DETECTORS
Some have suggested the possibility of the operation of photon detectors near normal ambient temperature as a technology
potentially competitive with "uncooled" thermal detectors. There are certain advantages of such a device, if it is indeed

feasible. A thermal detector requires a nominal vacuum package for the purpose of eliminating the contribution of air
conduction to the total thermal conductance. An JR photon detector normally requires a vacuum package for other reasons.
Since the detector must be cooled (based on current technologies), the vacuum package is necessary to reduce thermal
loading on the cooling device and to eliminate the possibility of condensation on the detector itself. An JR photon detector
capable of efficient operation without cooling would eliminate both of these issues and therefore eliminate the need for a
vacuum package. Furthermore, such a photon detector would not require thermal isolation, and it would likely be capable of
operation at much higher frequencies than thermal detectors. Of course, no one really knows how to make an JR photon
detector capable of background-limited operation without cooling.

A thermal detector has its own advantages, the principle one being the relative crudeness of the detector material
requirements. Thermal detectors generally depend upon macroscopic material properties, whereas photon detectors generally
depend upon microscopic properties. This has important implications regarding the cost to produce. Of course, no one really
knows how to make a background-limited thermal detector, either.

The intent of this section is to evaluate the limiting performance of thermal detectors as compared to photon detectors. For

photon detectors we are concerned with the number of photons absorbed from a blackbody source. The number of
background photons absorbed is given by

n = 2rcA
where

.i; a (ehcTb i)-' d

,

(9)

rj1 is the integration time, and
aA) is the spectral absorptivity.

For a thermal detector we are concerned with the amount of heat absorbed from a blackbody source. This heat is given by

Q = 2ithc2A i: o) [(ehd18Tb i)-' — (ehcTd )' IdA ,

(10)

where the second term accounts for radiation emitted by the detector into its environment. Although a thermal detector does
not integrate heat in the same manner that a photon detector integrates photons, we have used the same integration time
simply to maintain a constant bandwidth for the purpose of making comparisons. Now the signals for the two detector types
are proportional, respectively, to the derivatives of Eqs. (9) and (10) with respect to background temperature,
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where we have used hyperbolic function notation to simplify the appearance.

Equations representing the noise due to the random exchange of photons with the environment can be derived from
consideration of quantum statistical mechanics of the radiation field. There is, however, a key difference between photon
detectors and thermal detectors. In thermal detectors, the random emission of photons from the detector affects its
temperature fluctuation in the same manner as the random absorption of photons emitted by the environment. For a photon
detector, at least for a photodiode, only the random absorption from the background contributes. The equations are
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since absorptivity equals emissivity. It should be noted that these two equations assume only one active detector surface. A
photon detector will also absorb photons generated by its substrate, and this will increase Eq. (13) by approximately a factor
of two when Td — Tb, unless the backside is reflective. Clearly, if we reduce the temperature of the thermal detector
sufficiently, we can eliminate the contribution of the second term in the kernel of Eq. (14). Figure 4 and Figure 5 give an

indication of the temperature to which we must reduce the detector to achieve this result. In Figure 4, which plots the
integrand of Eq.( 14), it is clear that the noise peak decreases with decreasing temperature, and it shifts to longer
wavelengths. It is easier to make quantitative evaluations using Figure 5, which is actually a top view of Figure 4 shown with
contours. The contours at the top of the figure represent higher noise values than those in the lower parts. The minima of the
curves occur at wavelengths for which noise is a maximum for the temperature at which the minimum occurs. This becomes

obvious if you draw a horizontal line through one of the minima, and realize that every point below a given contour
represents lower noise than the points on the contour. The upper darker line is the curve appropriate to the spectral noise
peak at 300 K. In general, the noise maxima occur at

hc

(15)

rnax5969kT

For T = 300 K, A,,, = 8.035 .tm; at T = 240 K, A = 10.043, and the peak value is reduced by about a factor of two. The
lower dark contour in Figure 5 is the line for which the noise is exactly half that of the upper dark contour. Its minimum
occurs at about 240 K and 10 tm.
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Figure 4- Contour of spectral noise contributions as a function of temperature and wavelength, for a thermal detector.
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Figure 5 - Lines of constant noise, as a function of wavelength and temperature.

Thus, by reducing the detector temperature to 240 K, we reduce its emission noise by about one-half. Since this adds in
quadrature with the absorption noise, the net result is degradation from the ideal background limit by only about 12%. This
has important consequences in what follows.
The signal-to-noise ratio for a photon detector is obtained by dividing Eq. (1 1) by the square-root of Eq. (13); and that for a
thermal detector, by dividing Eq. (12) by the square-root of Eq. (14). Doing this wouldn't give us much insight, but if we
limit the spectral band to a narrow region, we obtain
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Note that if the detector temperature is equal to the background temperature, then the thermal detector signal-to-noise ratio is

degraded by -J relative to that of an ideal photon detector. Note also that if the emission noise term in Eq. (17) is
negligible, then the two equations are identical. The importance of the earlier analysis is that it is only necessary to cool a
thermal detector to 240 K to achieve virtual equality with a photon detector. Of course this is only valid if the radiation limit
still applies at the reduced temperature. There is a slight error in comparing Eqs. (16) and (17) for a broad spectral range,
because the integral of a ratio is not equal to the ratio of integrals. However, for reasonable spectral bands the error is
typically less than 2%.
In comparing Eqs. (16) and (17), we must remember the does not have the same interpretation for both equations. For a
is set by the electrical integration time, whereas for a thermal detector it is set by the thermal time
photon detector
constant and is generally unrelated to the electrical bandwidth. For an infrared photon detector is typically very short —
measured in tens or perhaps hundreds of microseconds. For a thermal detector it is longer — typically longer than 10
milliseconds. The photon detector therefore has a speed advantage; the thermal detector, a sensitivity disadvantage. Of
course, a system using a photon detector can integrate multiple high-speed frames off focal plane, but there will usually be a
net loss due to cycle time efficiencies. Also, a thermal detector can operate at higher speeds, with a concomitant loss of
sensitivity very similar to that observed in photon detectors.
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Why then does the conventional wisdom maintain that thermal detectors will always be substantially inferior relative to
photon detectors? The answer to this question lies in previous assumptions made regarding Eq. (14). The past pessimistic
projections have assumed that a(A) is unity, or at least constant, over the entire spectrum. For constant au),Eq. (14)
becomes

2
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,
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where aB 5 the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, given by
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The effective noise bandwidth for the integration time r is Ef= lI2ri, so to convert to a noise power spectrum, we set
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which is the usual equation given for radiant noise power in a thermal detector. The NEP is given by

NEP=!VM4J2Af J8aBkB(T±T5)AdLf

(21)

where the 1/a factor is present to convert from absorbed power to incident power. For a = 1 and Td = Tb = 300 K,this results
in a blackbody D* of 1.813x10'° cm•Hz/W. Limiting the spectral band to between 8.0 jim and 13.0 im reduces the noise
and thereby increases D* by more than 50%. Thus, we see that the key to improving thermal detector performance to about

the level of photon detector performance is limiting the spectral band over which it absorbs and emits radiant noise to
correspond to that over which it absorbs signal.

4. BARRIERS
From the earlier discussions it is clear that minimizing thermal conductance is of paramount importance to improving the
performance of thermal detectors. In the following subsections we will discuss some of the limitations to such reductions and
the implications on device and package design.

1. Heat Capacity
The thermal time constant is related to the pixel heat capacity and thermal conductance as follows:

C
(22)

This means that the heat capacity must be reduced concomitantly with the thermal conductance, in order to maintain a useful
time constant. The heat capacity is given by

CZh = PcPAdzd
where

p is the average density of the pixel,
is the average specific heat,
A1 is the detector physical area, and
Zd is the average detector thickness.
C1,

8

,

(23)

Using these two equations with Eq. (8), we get
—
—

PCPZd

(24)
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The only physical parameter in this equation is zd; so this places a constraint upon the thickness of the detector structure.
Figure 6 shows that a time constant of 1/60 sec dictates that the structure thickness be only 340 A, assuming an average p c,
of 3.0 JIcm2. This actually overestimates the allowed thickness, because the thermal isolation structure also contributes half
its mass to the heat capacity. Within this thickness the pixel must also contain an JR absorption structure.
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Figure 6 - Relationship between detector structure thickness and thermal time constant for radiation-limited detector.

2.

Vacuum Package

The detector pixel can exchange heat with its environment by thermal conduction through the gas in its container. This
imposes a constraint on the package vacuum level. It is apparent that the conduction path between the pixel and the ROIC
will be most important, because the spacing is typically only about 2 rim. However, at low pressures, the mean-free path can
be significantly longer than the spacing between the pixel and the window, which is typically about 500 tm. Therefore,
under low-pressure conditions the pixel-to-window conduction path will contribute equally with the pixel-to-ROIC path. The
effective mean-free path is given by

(L)=[ '
[

where

kBT

U

(25)

P is the pressure,
d is the molecular diameter of the conducting gas (3.14 A for N2), and
L is the spacing between the pixel and the surface under consideration.

Adding the ilL term is an approximation that assumes the inter-molecular and surface collision rates are additive. The
effective thermal conductivity for N2 is

9
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where

NA is Avagadro's number, and
M is the molar mass (28 gm for N2).

The net thermal conductance contributed by the gas is

Ggas [k(Ls)
Lç
where

kg(Lw)l

L jd

(27)

L,, is the pixel-to-substrate distance, and
L is the pixel-to-window distance.

Figure 7 below shows the results for 25 im pixels. The two contributions are roughly equal below about 50 mTorr. Since
the gas conductance is proportional to the detector area, the ratio of gas conductance to radiative conductance is independent
of pixel size. For N2, gas conductance is equal to radiative conductance at a pressure of about 8 mTorr. Since, according to
Figure 7, the gas thermal conductance is proportional to pressure at low pressure, the package pressure must be below about 2
mTorr to keep the NETD degradation due to gas conduction at about 10%. (Conductances add linearly, and NETD varies as
the square-root of total conductance.)
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Figure 7 — Contributions of gas thermal conductance as a function of pressure.

3. Electrical Resistance
The structure that provides thermal isolation must also provide mechanical strength as well as an electrically conductive path
for accessing signals generated by the detector. These are not independent features, and we will consider in particular the

relationship between electrical conductance and thermal conductance. The support structure generally comprises two
elements, an electrically insulating mechanical layer and an electrically conductive layer. For the purposes of this analysis
we will assume that the electrically conductive layer dominates the thermal conductance. This is probably a good
approximation for well-designed small structures in which the mechanical demands are not too severe. In the electrically
conductive layer the thermal conductance and the electrical resistance are linked by the Wiedemann-Franz relationship,

10

= 7.35

GR = kp >

,

(28)

where G is the thermal conductance,
R is the electrical resistance,
k is the thermal conductivity, and
p is the electrical resistivity.
The ">" is present instead of the "=" sign because the Wiedemann-Franz law applies strictly only to electron transport. Since
phonons can contribute significantly to thermal transport but not directly to electron transport, the Wiedemann-Franz law is a
lower limit to the thermal conductivity. The expression "GR" reduces to "kp" because geometrical factors exactly cancel.
We require that the thermal conductance of the support structure be much less than that due to radiative exchange, so
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If we allow the support structure to contribute 20% to the total thermal conductance, then we have R > 10 kf for a 10%
impact to NETD. The resistance needs to be even higher if the electrically conductive material is a poor conductor or if the
thermal conductance contribution of the mechanical structure is non-negligible.

This has serious consequences for low-impedance detectors such as thermocouples or low-resistance bolometers. For a
bolometer of resistance Rd, a series resistance of R degrades the effective temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) by
e
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Therefore a 10 kQ bolometer with a 10 k series resistance would have an effective TCR of half its nominal value. For
pyroelectric detectors or bolometers with resistance greater than about 100 k1, the impact is negligible.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Development of background-limited thermal detectors will be a substantial challenge. It will require clever design to include
an IR absorber in a very low-mass pixel structure. The detector device will have to be of sufficiently high impedance to

avoid degradation of performance as the result of high-resistance in the electrical conduits. Commercial success of
background-limited devices will require development of low-cost vacuum technology capable of maintaining an ambient
pressure of around 1 mTorr for the life of the product. Other issues, such as excessive self-heating in a bolometer of very low
mass and very high thermal isolation, could prove detrimental to achieving the ultimate performance.

However, provided we are willing to cool our thermal detectors, they potentially have essentially the same performance
limits as photon detectors. Spectral band limiting by the IR absorber reduces the background noise limit in a manner not
considered in past projections that showed thermal detectors to have a significant performance disadvantage. It is apparent
that thermal detectors may even have an advantage for low-frequency applications, whereas photon detectors offer an
advantage for high frequencies. Once thermal detectors are cooled, they are subject to the same benefits of cold shielding as
are photon detectors. Note, however, that reducing the radiant emission of the detector and the background reduces both
thermal conductance and noise. This will put further stress on detector mass, package vacuum and other noise components.
This is not unexpected, of course, because reducing the limiting noise always makes other noise components more important.

Many challenges lie ahead for continued progress in uncooled thermal detectors, but so also do many opportunities to
dramatically improve the performance and utility of these devices.
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